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Fairley in Custody
Charged with Manderach Murders

Collegeville, Pennsylvania, a
town of small proportions and close
knit people, has been thrust into the
limelight by a most unlikely and
unfortunate event.
Shortl y after being reported missing by her father, 18-month-old Devon Manderach's body was found
by police in a wooded section of
Valley Forge park. The baby was
found to have two bruises on her
head. The cause of death is reported to be strangulation and suffocation.
Devon's mother, Lisa Marie
Manderach, also had been reported
missing by her husband after she
and Devon failed to return home
from a shopping excursion. Mr.
Manderach contacted all possible
stops his wife and daughter may
have made before calling the police
and declaring them missing.
As the search for Lisa continued,
police began scouring the area of
Collegeville, particularly the
Collegeville shopping center, where
the Manderachs were last seen.
Devon and her mother had come to
the shopping center to look for baby
clothes in the brand new children's
store, Your Kidz & Mine. Outside
the store police noticed Lisa's red
firebird sitting in the parking lot.

Soon the search for a suspect
centered on the store, with the majority of the focus placed on Caleb
Fairley, son of the store owners.
Caleb had been working the store
when the Manderachs disappeared.
Not long after centering suspicion
on Fairley, the police placed him
in custody. At that time, Lisa
Manderach still had not been located.
Upon further inspection of the
store, blood was found on the floor,
and strips ofLisa' s hair were found
tangled in a vacuwn. Soon a deal
was cut between poli ce and Fairley.
Fairley released the location of
Lisa's body in exchange for no
death penalty. Police then found
Lisa's corpse a few miles from that
of her baby.
The next day authorities released
facts about Fairley. Apparently
Caleb was into Dungeons and Dragons, and was also obsessed with
pornography. Apparently Lisa fit
his description of the perfect
woman, and when she entered his
store he knew she would never
leave. Caleb also had a history of
sexual offenses, and he may be
linked to an unsol ved murder committed a few months ago involving
a woman whose appearance was
similar to that of Lisa Marie
Manderach. Fairley is currently
awaiting trial for the Manderach
murders.
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A FriendA person with whom you dare to
be yourself
- Frank Crane
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The Myth of Masculinity
feel the need continually to prove
their masculinity and will never
feel satisfied or relaxed with themselves.
Pittman also explained that one
way men define their masculinity
is based on sex or even according to
"how big their penises are." He
says that starting at about age fourteen, boys begin telling false sto-

recognition, care, and approval of
him, but that it is not women who
men are in love with. Rather, it is
their own masculinity that they are
The first Ursinus "Arts and Lecin love with.
tures" presentation of the 1995
One topic that came up in the
school year received both nods of
show related to what advice a faapproval and sighs of disagreement
ther should give to his son when he
from students, faculty, and commuleaves for college. At the conclunity members.
sion of the program, a student in the
On Thursday, Sept.
audience commented,
14, Dan Gottlieb, host
"There's nothing a faof
WHYY-FM's
ther can say to his son
Voices in the Family,
before he leaves for
interviewed noted psycollege .. .it is all the
chiatrist and author
things that have led up
Frank Pittman.
to that point that count."
Pittman's latest
The
student
book, Man Enough:
added he had learned a
Fathers, Sons and the
lot from his father simSearch for Masculinply because his father
ity, was the focus of
had shownhwnan qualithe interview. Nwnerties, expressing the idea
ous questions that dealt
that it was "okay to show
with family relationyour emotions and to
ships were proposed by
need other people."
both Gottlieb and the audience.
ries about their sex lives.
Although it may be impossible
Pittman thinks that men are taught
All of them want to appear to be for all of us, Pittman urged everyat a young age that they must al- more masculine than the rest of the one to get to know their mother and
ways strive for masculinity. They boys. Pittman says that they are father, not only as parents but as
are shown to keep their emotions under constant pressure to perform friends. He has learned that it is
under control and to never cry, es- because "men see life as a series of when we feel comfortable talking
pecially in front of their children. contests, whereas women see life with them as friends that we make
He thinks that this is where the as a series of experiences."
the effort to stay close to them
deterioration of the individual beSo, just where do women fit into when we move away.
gins.
this idea of masculinity? Pittman
The interview, which was taped
Pittman says that rather than show- says they're at the center of it, for broadcast, is tentati vel y planned
ing sons the images of masculinity, because it is women who have the to air on WHYY-FM at 8 p.m. on
a father needs to help his son "feel power to anoint men with mascu- Wednesday, Oct. 4.
like a man ... to welcome him into linity.
manhood ... and let him know he is
He thinks that women define a
proudofhim." Otherwise, men will man's masculinity through their
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Helping Inmates Read

Local News Roundup
~ Dtfi1"1!O:~
Of The Gnzzl
INCREASING VANDALISM
In 1994 there were 615 cases of vandalism in Pottstown,
which is almost two every day. This year 334 cases have been
reported. Vandalism reports range from spray painting and
shattered car windows to kids shooting BB guns out of car
windows . Businesses are main targets, especially those located in remote areas. Vandalist attacks in the area are random
and for the most part arecommitted by juveniles. Officials have
deemed it the "crime of the bored."

FOOD CRISIS IN POTTSTOWN
The outreach center in Pottstown is facing an alarming food
shortage that could effect thousands of people in the vicinity.
Because of cuts to the Federal Food Subsidy Programs,
. funding has decreased for WIC and food stamp programs.
Need for food has not decreased, and with a shortage expected
before the next food shipment in October, a crisis is expected.
The Outreach Center, located at 13 7 Walnut Street, is sponsered
by the Cluster of Religious Communities and is managed by
volunteers. The center feeds thousands of needy people each
month, many of whom are children.

What is the easiest way to get
into a maximum security prison
without breaking the law?
Well, all you have to do is attend
three simple literacy tutor training
sessions.
The Graterford Literacy Project,
which is overseen by the Mayor's
Commission on Literacy, was
implemented at Ursinus during the
spring ofl993 after psychology professor, Dr. Eileen England, took
one of her classes for a visit to the
prison.
While on their trip to the penitentiary, the group was asked by the
prison, along with the Philadelphia
Lutheran Settlement House, to get
involved with the community by
volunteering at the prison.
A number of volunteer projects
were discussed, but Dr. England
and the Psychology Club felt that
this venture might be the most
worthwhile.
Dr. England says of her experiences at the prison, "It's rewarding
in that you are dealing with someone who has had very few breaks
and they want to learn. The interesting thing about my student was
that he did know how to read and
dido 't know it. Part of my task with
him was to make him realize what
he did know and what he didn't."

At Graterford, the project is controlled internally by the prisoners
themselves. For a prisoner, it is a
great achievement to be able to carry
the responsibility of helping peers
to become literate. The prisoners
are responsible for setting prisoners up with their tutors, as well as
keeping the tutors unharmed. They
take their tasks very seriously and
would do nothing to jeopardize the
little freedom and the great respect

"1 felt like I was making a
big difference and I'm
glad that I could help. "
-- Darnell Lee
they have gained from both their
fellow inmates and the outside
world.
Applications must be filled out
by those who wish to be tutored.
These are then reviewed by the leaders of the project. Only prisoners
who have a need and are sincere
about learning, rather than just
wanting to gain access to the outside, are placed on a waiting list.
Each student is assigned a literacy
level and given workbooks accordingly. Prisoners must sign an agreement to attend weekly sessions for a
six-month period.
Since tutor training began at
Ursinus three years ago, around 50
members of the Ursinus commu-

nity including students, faculty, and
administrators have been involved.
Around 20 have actually taken their
skills past the bars of the prison.
The training sessions, which are
followed by an orientation at the
prison, prepare tutors both to teach
and to deal with the prisoners.
"It was a good experience because I really felt like I was helping
because 50 percent of the prison
population is illiterate, and a majority of those who aren't read at a
fourth grade level. I felt like I was
making a big difference and I'm
glad that I could help. I had a great
time," stated senior Darnell Lee.
Tutoring at Graterford requires a
great deal of patience. A great deal
of patience is required. One must
remember that this is a maximum
security prison and events such as
lock downs and room COl,lDts do
occur.
Also, these are not small children
that are being taught., but rather
grown men. Sometimes the first
barrier, aside from the illiteracy,
that must be overcome is trust. The
prisoner has to know that the tutor
wants to help and the tutor has to
believe that the prisoner wants to
learn.
Becoming literate may be the only
way to help a prisoner to one day
read a street sign for a job interview, complete the GED, or just
read a storybook to their child.

---------------------------------------------------------Anention Parents, Alumni, and Friends...
.© SUBSCRIBE TO THE GRIZZLY ©
You Want It... We Got It!
You give us $20 ... We'll give you a one-year subscription (1995-96 academic year) to The Grizzly.
Name:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Send this slip along with a check or money order for $20 (payable to The Grizzly) to:
The Grizzly - Subscriptions
Ursinus College
P.O. Box 1000
Collegeville, PA 19426-1000

Don't Miss This Year's Grizzly! It's a Mark and Marc Publication!

ATTENTION! All subscriptions frOID last year will be
canceled. You IDUst renew your subscription for this year!
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What aID I gonna do after college? SAO - The Old and The New!
A Few Tips from Career Services
For instance, there's a counselor
The 'rents expect you to have a
job when you graduate. After four- on the Ursinus campus who will
-or was it five?--years in college, teach you what you need to do to
they're beginning to talk about all find a job. She'll give you special
the money they've spent and how tests if you haven't made up your
they ex-pt!ct you to tum your di- mind about what you want to do.
ploma into a ticket into the job She can advise you on the types of
summer jobs that will make it a
market.
Don't they know how tough job little easier to find ajob after graduation. She leads workshops and
hunting is?
Like, where do you start? How
do you decide what to do with what
you've learned? How do you write
Senior Orientation
a resume that looks great--even
when there's not a lot to put on it?
Monday 9/18
And interviews .. .man oh man .. .do
Tuesday
9/19
you really have to dress up and
Wednesday 9/20
what if the interviewer asks something like, "Where do you want to
be in five years?" or "What do you
12:30 P.M. & 4:00 P.M.
know about the XYZ company?"
Bomberger 120
When you were thinking about
colleges you probably got a hold of
All seniors are urged to attend.!
some college catalogues; browsed
through a few of the official guides
to colleges and universities; maybe gives individual counseling on writeven read a couple of those student- ing an eye-catching resume. She'll
written, tell-all college guides that help you practice all thefundarnenrated things like food quality, dor- tals of "how to interview." She'll
mitory space, and social life on point you in the right direction for
collecting references. She'll also
campus.
Now that you're nearing gradua- give you some tips on choosing
tion and having to look for your your first employer and your first
niche in your field, you'll find the job.
same sort of help in choosing what
In addition, the Career Services
to do after college as you did before Office in Bomberger 121 offers
college.
other services. There's a job binder

where employers post job openings. Alumni are available to speak
to students about their companies
or jobs. There' s an on-campus
interview schedule for students who
want to interview with the employers on campus. Plus, Career Services maintains a resume referral
service. Once you 've put a good
resume together, it goes into the
office system. When an employer
calls looking for someone with your
education, your resume is sent to
that employer.
Also, the Career Services Office
offers a series of books customdesigned for the graduating student
or alumni looking for a career and
a first job. Those books now available at the office, are the 1995-96
Job Choices Series.
Copies of the Job Choices books
are available for SENIORS ONLY
from the Career Services Office in
Bomberger 121 between the hours
of 9 AM and 12 Noon, and I PM
and 5 PM, Monday thru Friday.
They will be distributed at the
Senior Orientation meetings held
on Monday, Sellt. 18; Tucsday,
SCllt. 19; and Wednesday, SCllt.
20 at 12:30 PM and 4:00 PM in
Bomberger 120. Seniors should
attend one 0: the six sessions.

Thfl Grizzly
Co-Editors in Chief
Marc Ellman

If you are looking around for
Todd McKinney, Carol Brewer,
Mike Fleming, or any of the other
Leadership Development / Student
Activities Office staffers, and you
find only french fries and pizza,
perhaps it is time for you to be
updated on the changes in both
location and practice of the Student
Activities Office.
The old SAO office is now home
to the newly renovated Zack 's, the
campus fast food alternative. As
the planning of Zack's renovation
began, SAO moved to a more casual alternative, the game room.
Once orientation started, however,
SAO made their final move, to an
office near the soda machines in the
Wismer basement.
In addition to their change in
location, SAO plans to continue

through the year with fun projects.
They have had much success with
their work, including the new student orientation programs in June
and August and their current work
with Presidnet Strassburger's inauguration.
Student Activities is a very integral part of campus, with SAO representatives attending the meetings
of various campus organizations.
They are very interested in making
the Student Activities Office receptive to the desires to Ursinus
students, and they welcome any
ideas or suggestions from the student community. So if you are
considering a project or want to
make a suggestion, just make your
voice heard.
Though they are in a different
location, Student Activities is as
dedicated as they ever were to making our lives on campus fun and
enjoyable through SAO sponsored
activities.

u.s. Calls For Peace
~t'tM!"1J"~
Of
The Gnzzl

Last week, the United States urged
Bosnian Croats and Moslems to
halt a military offensive against
Serbs in central Bosnia.
Meanwhile , Washington expressed satisfaction with the NATO
bombing of Bosnian Serb military
targets, despite frustration at the
Serb refusal to bow to U.N. demands.
Moslem and Croat forces claimed
major gains in a fierce offensive
across central and western Bosnia.
They said they had captured key

towns induding Donji, Vakuf, and
Jajce.
"The United States has repeatedlv urged all parties in the region,
at the highest level, not to take
actions which could aggravate the
situation in the Balkans. We believe that a negotiated settlement is
the only possible outcome to this
very tragic conflict," said a government official.
Washington also called for restraint by Croatia when its forces
were poised to overrun the Serb
enclave ofKraj ina last month.When
they successfully captured it, the
United States hailed the move as
having opened the way to peace.

THE REVIEWS ARE IN!
"50 Watts of Pure Excitement!"
-Roafing Stoan (America's Premiere Music Review Magazine)

"A Big Bang for your buck!"
-Dr. Stefan Hauken (Nobel Prize-Winning Astrophysicist)

"MUCH better than shouting!"
-H. Russ Lindbergh (Renowned Political Analyst)

Tile Voice of Ursin us!

11'1"'"
530AM

88.1 FM
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A Major Problelll
rsm!tmtaatid'~
Of the Gnzzl
Time: 10:30 p.m.
Date: Friday night; first weekend back at school
Place: Reimert
"So , how do you like it here?"
" Well, it' s fine so far, but I feel
like I'm drowning in homework
already."
"What's your major?"
"BiolPre-Med. How about you?"
"English."
Even amidst the blaring music or
around the beer funnel, one of the
most popular questions at Ursinus
is "So, what is your major?". There
are many times when we are con-

fronted with this question and don't
know how to answer it or if we
should say anything at all. Many
students fear what others will think
when they mention their major.
Sometimes it appears as though
many science majors smirk at the
nonscience majors who do not have
labs three times a week and consider them foolish for studying a
subject that will never help them
find ajob. Many nonscience majors
feel that science majors are psycho
for choosing courses that almost
guarantee seclusion for four years
with dead animals and a periodic
table. Within the confines of Olin
and Pfahler, there appears to be a
battle between majors.
While Ursinus attracts many students to our competitive premedical
program, other equally important

majors seem to fall into the shadow
of the science majors. Many people
fail to recognize the existence of
other majors or consider them insignificant compared to their own
majors.
One reason is a lack of respect.
Many science majors do not give
enough respect to students in other
majors because they feel that the
workload for other majors is not
comparable to the demanding
workload of a science major. Many
of the nonscience majors feel this
lack of respect and feel that they do
not get enough attention from the
college community.
Every student at Ursinus deserves

respect no matter what their majors
are. Although some courses are
considered "killer courses" and others "blow-off courses", each student here has to work hard. It is
almost impossible to complete 128
credits worth of classes without
having to work hard-in some of
them!
While criticizing and comparing
difficulty of majors, many people
fail to recognize the similarities
among all students at Ursinus. Each
student is curious and interested in
their major and feel that the skills
and knowledge they are acquiring
are valuable. Regardless of their

lib Debafe: '.fii

majors, all students are learning to
analyze and developing problem
solving skills. Each student is striving toward a common goal to success as students and as individuals.
We all have different perceptions
of particular majors, but it is important to realize that we share more
similarities that differences. English majors don't just read books,
and science majors do have a social
life. Once we learn to respect our
differences and understand our similarities, we will be a more supportive and unified college campus that
values the desire for knowledge no
matter what the major is.
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Brandy says: Drinking is not preventable
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Medium 14" pizza

$ 5.99

8

Large 16" pizza

$ 6.99

C)

2 Medium pizzas + 2 liter soda

$10.99

0

2 Large pizzas + 2 liter soda

$12.99

\Vings In Stuff
(All wings come with bleu cheese and celery)

o

8 Buffalo wings, onion rings, french fries, 4 chicken
fingers, 4 mozzerella sticks, 2 pepperoni sticks + I liter
soda
$ 9.50

o

16 Buffalo wings + 1 liter soda

$ 4.95

8

32 Buffalo wings

+ 2 liter soda

$ 8.75

Sandwiches & ]\Iore
~

12" Sandwich + medium fountain soda

$ 4.49

(Add 0.30 for chicken, turkey, or peppers)

CD

20" Giant sandwich + 1 liter soda

$ 7.25

(Add 0.50 for chicken, turkey, or peppers)

6i>

Spaghetti & meatballs or sausage with salad
and garlic roll + I liter soda
$ 5.99

Free Deliverg
No Minimum Required

I

Deliveries Available
Mon-Fri 4-9
Sat & Sun 12-9

if 489-4271

.:. We cater pizza parties with free delivery! .:.

To drink or not to drink, that is
the question.
Underage drinking on campus
is commonplace at Ursinus. As a
freshman, I attended my first party
here last weekend. I was amazed
at the availability and consumption of beer by members of my
own class. I know the law states
that no one under the age of 21
may drink, so why was security
not busting every teenager that
was the least bit intoxicated (and
there were a lot of them)?
Many people I spoke to could

not believe the ease of the rules.
Some were even outraged. They
thought that everyone who was not
of age should be written up. Is that
really the answer?
I am not a drinker, not because I
feel it is wrong or immoral, but
because Ijust do not like the taste of
beer. However, there are others
who feel differently. Some of my
close friends love to drink and get
trashed every weekend. Is that right?
Shouldn't they be stopped? No.
Underage drinking will occur,
whether it is allowed or not. Isn't it
better to have it occur here on campus where no one has to drive home
and people are among large crowds
that can help? Yes.

The biggest argument against
underage drinking is the violence
that accompanies it. Many teenagers die eve y year in alcohol
related instances, whether it is
drinking or drivmg, or sex offensesdueto intoxication. Drinking here on ca lpUS, where the
partiesareconti ,uallymonitored
by security and all rooms are
within walking distance, is a way
to reduce the vir 'ence associated
with alcohol. Seriously, everyone will admit that nothing can
stop teenagers from drinking.
This being the case, drinking on
campus is the only safe alternative.

Christy says: Drinking is a matter of life and death
intoxicated, drivers become potential murderers. Few of us are lucky
enough to say that we have never
known someone who was hanned
It is certainly not unusual to see by a drunk driver.
students drunk on campus, espeLuckily, drinking and driving
cially on the weekends. In fact, a does not pose an extreme risk on
sizable percentage of students on campus because the majority of
campus are intoxicated on the Ursinus students live on campus.
weekends, though the majority of Personal safety, however, isa major
students are under the age of21. concern when students become inFirst and foremost, it is illegal toxicated. After drinking, many
for underage students to consume individuals become seriously imalcohol. However, the law is only paired in their judgment. They are
one reason why drinking is dan- unable to clearly see the consegerous.
quences of their actions, and often
Drinking and driving is an- do things that they would never
other one of the most dangerous consider if they were sober.
Some of these actions can be simrisks involved in drinking. When

ply pushed aside, but other actions are irreversible and can
cause serious problems to the individual. Without a clear mind,
people often do things they regret
the next morning. These few
moments of happiness are rarely
worth the price that is paid.
We all know how dangerous it
is to drink, yet it continues to be
a problem. Underage drinking
will never be eliminated, but it is
important to realize the risk that
it poses. If you do choose to
drink, do so safely and have some
sober friends around who can
help you outifyou need it Drinking is not just a matteroffun, it is
a matter ofpotential life and death.

Sap.ember 19, 1995

Help! Oscar Needs a Home

-lIt
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Editor Have you noticed something different about your residence hall
lately? I am not talking about the
reupholstered lounge entities or the
new Ursinus carpeting, but instead
I am referring to the missing trash
receptacles that used to reside in
our halls.
In case you are a new student
reading this article, I am referring
to an old policy that existed within
our residence halls. Prior to this
year, every floor was lined with
trash receptacles for the disposal of
food, room trash and the like.
At first I could not believe my
eyes when I walked down my
Stauffer II floor. I realized the once
nearly compacted trash cans had
been replaced with several clumps
of leftover pizza boxes and such.
I guess my nex1 logical reaction
was to ask why have the policies
changed? I have gotten several
answers in my search for the truth.
My RA. informed me that this
was the case because of an unfortunate trash incident in an"ther building. Well, that answer was not
good enough, so I proceeded over to
the physical plant for a more spe-

cific reason.
Members of the plant informed
me that the removal was the result
of a plan to reduce the costs of our
Ursinus cleaning services. I guess
this is another step toward making
students take more of a responsibility for themselves.
Okay, I understand the effort, but
so far I have not seen any results

• •••••••••••••••
Once someone
becomes used to
doing something
year after year, it is
hard to change.

••••••••••••••••
that would make me think this plan
is worth the work.
Some would argue that the absence straightens up our halls, but I
would have to disagree for the following reasons:
Two weekends ago I was returning from Labor Day festivities with
my parents. As we walked into the
front of the Quad we were astounded
and infuriated at the sight we saw.
Amid the bees and other hungry
insects were literally two large
mounds of trash, skirting what used
to be two tiny trash cans.

I was quite embarrassed. You
see, the items in this area would
have maintained proper levels had
they remained in the building. Even
if the pizza box owners would not
have folded them properly before
disposing of them within the Quad,
it still would have looked nicer in
the building rather than outside for
prospective Ursinus students and
parents to see.
First floor students are apparently too lazy to walk to the
dumpsters, so they leave their garbage in the nearest trash can. After
all, pizza cannot last more than a
few days in your room without leaving a particular odor.
Moreover, garbage disposal (e.g.,
the disposing of food and related
items) becomes a problem without
in-house trash cans Residents in
many Main Street houses are finding it difficult to cook and clean-up
without a receptacle in the kitchen
facility
Another problem with the absence of trash cans is the idea that I
now must make four or five trips a
week to the dumpster. I understand
that at home since it is my trash it is
my responsibility to take it out.
However, I would like to emphasize
the fact that unlike the Quad back
doors, my doors on my house are

able to be easily unlocked and
opened from the outside.
Furthermore, I have a question.
Why does Reimert have the opportunity to throwaway their trash in
style? The Quad pizza parties make
just as much a mess as does a typical
Reimert party. Okay, almost as
much.
Like many students, I love this
campus and all it provides; do not
get me wrong. At the same time,
however, I feel that the cost of my
education should be enough to cover
the payments of a cleaning service.
Ursinus cannot blame the students forthe repercussions that now
exist since the removal. Once some-

one becomes used to doing something year after year it is hard to
change. These "clumps" that I have
mentioned are definitely a result of
this change.
Grant it, as a freshman I thought
that the cans made the halls look
awfully messy; but now that they
have ben removed I miss them.
I guess if the policies are not
going to change back to those of
previous years, then we will have to
continue disposing ofour own trash
accordingly.
Until then, "Oscar the Grouch"
remains homeless and another day
goes by as Ursinus students resume
trash collecting as a second hobby.

Iflustration by Dominic Bui

The movie I saw was National
Hello there! How are ya doin?
Everything ok? Great! So what's Lampoon'sSeniorTrip. Thismovie
up? Really, no shit! Sorry, I just is hilarious. It is also the first
wanted to see what small talk looked realistic movie depiction of life in
like in print as opposed to conversa- high school.
Now, you'd think that producers
tion.
Well, welcome back to The Cave. would want to give positive images,
It's been a whole week since last you but hell, no, not in this puppy. These
bave visited, and since then I have 12th graders trash everything, get
amassed even more wisdom and drunk in the back of the school bus,
do just about every illegal drug that
lmowIedge to share with you all.
FUll, I wanted to say that I'm not there is, screw anyone they can get
tlying to intrude on anyone else's their hands (or other parts on), and
column, but I have to make mention just have a hell of a good time.
And the best part: Chong, (from
~ IOIDCthing that happened reC*dIy.
Cheech and Chong) is the school
What is this big event? I saw a bus driver! How can you beat that.
Also, for every character in the
DIMe. You are probably thinking
dill if I mnsider that a big deal, movie, there is a corresponding
..... 1 rally do need to buy fucking Ursinus student. Watch it, you will
clue, right? Well, ok, you're right, see. (Sorry Colin, but I had to
mention this movie, one of them
11a11bat wasn't my point.

things, ya know) Other than seeing
this masterful attempt at cinematic
genius, the rest of my week was
probably just like yours, so I won't
tell you about it.
Which brings me to an interesting question, Why are there interstate highways in Hawaii? (I can't
take credit for this one, I saw it on
a billboard in Limerick. People
there must have a lot of time to
think about things like this. That,
or the nuclear waste being dumped
in the river has finally seeped into
the brain.)
Anyway, I sat and pondered this
for a while, along with other great
philosophical questions, and I have
no answer. I do, however, have the
meaning of life.
It is that we know nothing, we
never will know anything, and it is

pretty damn useless to try and figure things out, so why not just spend
the rest of our lives having meaningless sex and searching for physical pleasure. Hmm, sounds like a
new religion doesn't it.
If there is anyone out there who
wants to drop their educational pursuits and follow me and my philosophy, I am accepting applications and blood samples until next
Tuesday. After that there will be a
charge.
Ya know, I still haven't figured
out who the guy with the huge dog
is, and why he hangs around Olin
so much.
It is a nice dog though. Can you
imagine the slobber that comes out
of that thing's mouth. It's probably
more than a freshman staring at
Paisley Beach on a hot, sunny day.

Nab, maybe not!
On that note, when is dessert,
President Strassburger? Or should
I ask Mrs. Strassburger? I'm curious about whether it will be chocolatecupcakesortiramisu. Ofcourse,
either one is fine by me. You bring
the cake, we'll bring the Bacardi
151.
Well, time for me to go sit on a
grassy knoll and contemplate why
we have toenails. Doesn't make too
much sense does it? I mean, the
damn things can't pick anything
up, they just grow long, yellow, and
crusty, and rip holes in your socks.
Who knows, next time I'm at the
Almighty's house for tea I'll remember to ask. Till then, I
am ....... done now.

-Captain Jack

~

1'1, 1'1'15
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• • • • • Movie Mania • • • • •
Summer m"u;e lleu;elfl - Pari 2
Apollo 13- This movie that describes the ill-fated second mission
to the moon was the best movie of
the summer. Rather than get bogged
down in cheesy character development, director Ron Howard
(Backdrafl, Cocoon) gives a factual, technical account of what happened, lets the inherent drama of
the mission drive the movie, and
allows the character traits to come
out as the events unfold in the movie.
The movie was also very effective
because it was very suspenseful.
Even though I knew what was going to happen, I was still on the
edge of my seat for the last 20

minutes of the movie.
Unsurprisingly, Tom Hanks was
excellent as Commander Jim
Lovell, but I do not think this
movie will give him a third consecutive c'scar nomination, However, Ed Harris, as the stoic Mission Control commander Gene
Kranz, was the big surprise of this
movie and it would be a rip-off if
he is not nominated for Best Supporting Actor. If you have not
seen this movie yet, I suggest you
go now while it is still in the
theaters. Rating- 9 (Excellent)

Waterworld- Despite all the bad
pressaboutthe$175-$200million
cost of the movie, the falling out
between Kevin Costner and director Kevin Reynolds, and names

.e •• s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.P, Internet Site of the Week ,eJ,
This week's internet site is actually a pair. Ever wonder whether the
FBI, those fans offree speech on the internet, have a WEB presence? Of
course they do, the better to conduct investigations like "Operation
CyberSnare." Their home page is http://www.fbi.govlhomepage.htm.
Once you are there, you can find out lots of interesting tidbits--from the
"top ten most wanted" to the UNABOMBER's messages to the EFF's
latest activities. They claim that they do not really have a division that
investigates "X-files." (bummer). So, the other site of the week is the
X-files FAQ file. The address is http://www.voicenet.com!-jkraynakl
aklx-files. You can move from the homepage to F AQs for Fox or Dana,
maintained by the "brigades." And unlike the FBI pages, the X-files
pages include soundbytes and lots of pictures. Is it any surprise that the
simulation is snazzier than the real thing?

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Fuji Flair 12 Speed
Asking $199
Seth - 489-3292

•

Light Metallic blue

•

All aluminum wheels

•

Extras:
water bottle and cage
frame fitting air pump
under seat bag

1993 Ford Probe SE

•
•
•
•
•
•

5 Speed
Beautiful red exterior
Air Conditioning
Tilt Steering
Only 25,000 miles
MINT CONDITION!

409-8846

like Kevin's Gate and Fishtar, I had
to go and see this movie because I

Next Week•••
Whafs all the
controversy about?
The Movie Maniac
checks out Showgi,ls

wanted to see what a $175 million
film looks like. Surprisingly, I was
not disappointed.
The movie takes place in a future

after the polar ice caps have melted,
and dry land is nowhere in sight.
Although the movie does not look
as if it cost $200 million, it had a lot
of good action and stunts, an interesting plot, and good acting. Costner
really wasn't that bad. I had the
pleasure of watching this movie in
digital sound, which added even
more to the movie. Although the
plot was similar to the Mad Max
movies, and some parts of the film
were dragged out a little too much
(the movie weighed in at a lengthy
2 114 hours), It was still fun to
watch. Rating- 7 (Good)

Movie quote of the week- Last
week's quote: "But when Pirates of
the Caribbean breaks down, the pirates don't eat the tourists" was

identified by freshman Craig Agule.
Because this quote was pretty easy,
many people guessed it early. The
quote was from Jurassic Park, and
was said by Dr. Ian Malcolm (Jeff
Goldblum). Craig got the quote at
9:39 Tuesday morning, only 20
minutes after the paper was distributed, so if you know the quote, you
must act fast! Again, my extension
is 3212. He is the first person that
will be entered in the drawing for
the Star Wars trilogy. I forgot to
mention another rule: that you can
only win once this year. Once you
guess a quote and are mentioned in
the paper, you cannot win again for
the rest of the year. This week's
quote is "I'm not bad, I'mjust drawn
that way."

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Mark's Summer Concert
Review - Part 2
to end every show on this tour with
The Last Song, a touching tribute
to people suffering with AIDS (a
Co-Editor in Chief ...,
cause that Elton has become very
Elton John - Making his third ap- involved with since admitting his
pearance in the Philadelphia area homosexuality several years ago).
in just over two YI'..ars, Elton John
Upon hearing this, approxidrew big crowds for his two-night mately 200 fans stood up and
stand in Camden in mid-August.
headed for the parking lots, and it
Touring behind his latest release, was obvious they weren't doing it
Made In England, Elton varied his just to get a jump on traffic. This
set list to please his wide range of extremely insensitive act offended
fans. He played his radio hits, such those remaining in their seats, and
asI'mStillStanding, IDon 't Wanna even caught Elton off-guard.
Go On With You Like That, Rocket
But he handled it very profesMan, Don't Let the Sun Go Down sionally, politely waiting for those
on Me, and Philadelphia Freedom. who were departing to leave the
But in addition to his pop mate- arena, then continuing with an
rial, he satisfied the die-hards by emotional rendition of the song.
playing lesser-known tracks includ- Elton showed his true class, and
ing Levon, Someone Saved My Life deserved every second of the fourTonight, and Tiger Lilly (a track minute standing ovation he reburied on an early album entitled ceived before being allowed to
Caribou).
leave the stage.
The show concluded with a fivesong encore : Saturday Night's
Jimmy Buffett - This was by far
Alright For Fighting, Your Song, the most interesting show of the
Pinball Wizard, Funeral For a summer. Walking around before
Friend / Love Lies Bleeding, and the concert was an experience in
The Last Song.
itself, watching the "Parrotheads"
The only thing that disappointed (Buffett-faithful who follow him
me about the show was the fans all around the counUy) tailgate in
actions at the end of the show. the parking lot. Boy, do they know
Elton came out for his final encore, how to have funl
saying that he and the band decided

rlIiH"en'"t1gl1

This show was the first sell-out at
the E-Centre all summer, as 25,000
jammed the waterfront. And they
got their money's worth from Buffett
and his 14-member Coral Reefer
Band.
Buffett played for nearly three
hours, performing his Caribbean flavored tunes about "aging, Key West
street characters, and love affairs
gone bad."
Crowd favorites included Cheeseburger In Paradise, ChangesIn latitudes, Changes In Attitudes, Fins,
Margaritaville, and a cover of Van
Morrison's 60's classic, Brown-Eyed
Girl.
Almost as fun as the music was
watching Buffett himself, a man who
truly enjoys what he does. And he
must have put on a great show if my
brother (who doesn't quite understand the magic of the whole concert
experience) was actually moved to
dance during the performance!
All in all, the summer concert
series of 1995 was one to remember.
And a thumbs-up must be given to
the folks at the E-Centre for a job
well done. It's a world~lass facility
that drew world~lass perfonnersl
Here's looking to nex1 summer!

~
Survival

GEAR UP FOR

u

ivaL
INTHEDORM

5999

4999

Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

VOice-activated
micro answerer

GGT circuitry provides excellent
clarity and range. Handy baseto-handset paging , #43·100SMB

Don 't miss important calls
when you 're not in your
room . Remote operation.
#43·7S2MB

2499

o Phone cords and accessories
o Alarm clock or clock radio

o TV, VCR and video accessories
o Security devices
o Computer and accessories
o Batteries
o Stereo equipment, speakers
and audio accessories
Heavy -duty flashlight

Basic trim phone
saves space

o
o Smoke alarm

Lighted keypad for dialing
in the dark. Three colors.
White. '43·58SMB . Almond,
#43·586MB Gray, ' 43·587MB

check list

Ii

3499

o Part-time job (see the manager

of your local Radio Shack store)

AM/FM cassette music
system with E-Bass

7!~

Compact speakers let you share
the music , headphones let you
listen privately, #14-1209MB

Shielded die-cast
2-way A/V speaker

1999

Great for use near PC
or TV. 4" woofer and
1" soft-dome tweeter.

Indoor TV/FM antenna
Improves recepUon

Black, ' 40-2048MB.
Whrte, ' 40·2059MB

Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.
M1S·I808MB

IN mE CLASSROOM
AC accessories to power your dorm
4-outlet adapter, 2-prong , '61·2621MB , ••.. , . , , , .••. , . , .• , , , .. ,2.99
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. '61·213tM •• ,, 22.99
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. N61·2822MB . .. ......... 3.99
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch , N61·2t50MB .. . .. . . 8.99
Single outlet spike protector, '61·2791M B .......... , . ,. , , , ... , .6.99
6-ft, 3-outlet ext. cord. White. '61·2744M B. Brown, N61·2745MB , ...... 1.99
g-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord , White, '6t·2746M B. Brown, N6t·2747MB ••••... 2.39
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord, '61·2748MB ........... , ...•.. ,3.49

Nlcrocllsette
recorder
Great for recording class
notes, Easy one-hand
operation , Two speeds,

3999
SclenUllc calculator
Stores up to 12 frequently used
formulas and runs them with
just a few keystrokes. #5S·808MB

Prices apply at parllclpatlnQ Radio Shack stores and dealers Items not available at a parllclpatlng store

~;~~:r~~~c~a~i~:~~\~~ ~r~~~~: ~~ :;I~II~~\"tr~d~tp~hned:~~~~~,~dth~~t d~~:~~c~~~tll~~n~t~~~:S'I~o~~e~o~

Advanced thesaurus

be parllclpatlnQ In thiS ad or stock or speclal·orderevery Item advertised Copies 01 applicable war·
rantres are available upon request al stores lor Inspection belore sale, or by wntlng Cuslomer Relations
t400 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth TX 76102 FedE. trademarks used by permission

Small enough to carry in your
backpack or purse, #53·2110MB

~;:~t~I~~i~ t::I~~~I~~~dl~~ademark 01 Franklin

THE REPAIR SHOP

®

~----------~~~----~----~ladlemlhaeK
wL...--ecanwr-apag-ift,
adda-=--card
an--J
d ship it
anywhere in the US via FedEJce delivery
aervice, For a store near you or to order, call

1-800-THE-SHACK"

II~~I~
Ih~eU
gU ~
g
ft

You've got questions. We've got answers. SM

Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix
most major brands of out-of-warranty
electronics. For a store near you, call

1-BOO-THE-SHACKSM

•
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SpoTliqHT:
THE REV. SCOTT LANdis
administrative needs. Forexample,
by combining the offices of Academic and Student Affairs, the
deans can be aware of the social
aspect of the college.
Who is the Reverend Scott
A change that is still in the
Landis? What is his job here at
works is the installation of an
Ursinus? Some of us could probHonor Code. This idea would
ably identify him on the street, but
include having self-govmost of us do not know
erned residence hall (i.e.,
anything about him. He is
no R.A.s), and having takemore than just a name that
home exams. Some adminpops up once in a while.
istratorsfeel that college stuHe is our campus Chapdents are able to handle the
lain, executive assistant to
responsibility of this code,
President Strassburger, and
but the issue is still being
executive secretary to the
discussed.
Board of Directors. In
Another important idea
short, he is a very busy man.
that the Rev. Landis is purThe Reverend Landis has
suing is the development of
been the campus minister
a "campus center". Ideally,
for ten years. This is his
this center would build commain job, the one that he
munity life on campus and
was originally hired to do,
Photo by len Courtney
give the students a place to
and his area of eX"J)ertise.
The Rev. Scott Landis
In this position, he acts a
gatherandsocialize. Landis
"spiritual counselor". His
expressed that most college
title was changed this year to Chap- participates in a Cultural Task campuses have a feature that dislain this year to indicate the broad- Force. One of the goals of this tinguishes it from other schools.
ening ofhis responsibilities on cam- group is tc e!lhance the educational Ursinus has many of these feapus. What qualifies one to be a atmosphere of this campus, possi- tures, which we downplay too ofChaplain? Landis received a B.A. bly by establishing a Common Hour ten.
degree from Temple University and in which students and faculty could
If you still do not know who the
has recently earned his Doctor of meet and discuss various topics. Reverend Scott Landis is, then it's
Ministry degree from the Princeton This task force is also concerned probably time for you to find out.
Theological Seminary. His thesis with other changes that can be made He is an integral part ofour school.
entailed setting up an educational on campus. One change that has Many of the changes that have
model which involved the study of already been made is the relocation happened here recently are.due in
change in an organization, which of many of the administrative of- part to him. Next time you see
became very helpful in his work on fices on campus. The purpose of him, say "hi". I'm sure he'd be
campus.
these changes was to make it easier happy to chat, even if it's just for a
Prior to his work with President for the students to take care oftheir minute.
Strassburger, he served on the committee responsible for selecting our
new president. Now, as his executive assistant, he helps with the
organization ofvarious events, such
as the upcoming inaugural ceremony on Founders ' Day.
Through this position, he also

C.f\.B. Minutes
The meeting was called to order by
Pres. Michelle Hill at 8:00 p.m. on
Tues. Sept. 12, 1995.
~

~ Autumn Harvest Dance wiil be
Sat. 10/28/95; committees were
formed .
~ Discussed 2nd Annual Haunted
House.

Open floor.

The meeting was adjourned by the
president at 9:00 p.m. The next
meeting will be held on Tues. Sept.
19 at 8:00 p.m. in the Java Trench
Respectfully Submitted,
Maureen Fitzgerald
Recording Secretary

Campus Visitors
Persons not currently enrolled at Ursinus College may visit upon the
specific invitation of a person enrolled at the college and according to the
following provisions:
1. Visitors are responsible for obeying all college rules and regulations,
and are required to comply with directions given by college officials.
Visitors must be in the company of their campus host of all times.

2. A visitor's host is responsible for the visitor's behavior.
3. A visitor invited by a person enrolled at the college is not a guest of
Ursinus College and the college owes no legal duty to such a person as
a guest or invite.
4. A person enrolled at the college may not invite more than five visitors to
campus at anyone time without the expressed written consent of the
Residence Life statT, the duty dean, or a security officer.
5. Each resident student may pennit up to two visitors to remain overnight
in the resident's college room, with the permission of the roommate and
the Resident Assistant or Resident Life Coordinator. Visitors may not
remain overnight for more than two nights per month.
6. A college official or Resident Assistant may require a visitor to present
proper identification and to register with the Security Office. Visitors
may also be required to present proper identification and to register with
the Security Office in order to attend certain events or to enter certain
buildings.
With your cooperation, Security is able to identify uninvited persons who
may cause problems and disruptions to campus life.

•
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Newly Roomie Game held on

9117/95 .

~

Chi Rho Psi to
Feed the Homeless

This past weekend, security officers encountered a number of nonregistered persons on campus. A few of these individuals came to the
attention of the Security Department because they were acting in a
disorderly manner. It was also determined that these persons were, in some
cases, guests ofUrsinus students who had not registered their guests. The
following is the Campus Visitor's Policy as outlined in the Student
Handbook.

Last week, Chi Rho Psi began their first service project with the
most important task: collecting funds. Chi Rho Psi plans to feed
homeless people at a Salvation Anny shelter for men in Philadelphia
in October.
The service project, headed by senior Darnell Lee, Community
Advocate, and junior Carl Ewald, Chairman of External Affairs, has
collected over $800 in Zack Power from students and over $65 in cash
from faculty and staff. These funds will be used to purchase food
through Wismer.
Once a date has been picked, the brothers of Chi Rho will assemble
the sandwiches and distribute them to men in the shelter in Philadelphia. There is the possibility of the fraternity distributing sandwiches
in a shelter in Norristown, depending on how much food the money
can buy.
Chi Rho thanks everyone for their support and will report back to
us how many people were fed through this program.

•
•

•

••

Hey Vrsinus, it's time to face up your sneai.Jrs ant/join your·
.friends at 777 9t1.ainStreetfor a momintJ offun anaeJ(!rcise! Once •
•
aeain, tfie 'WetTness House is sponsorina tfie)ff.zlieimet's)fssocia- •
tion 9t1.emory 'Wa/{in Pairmount q>art CJ'fiifa4efpftia. 71ie course
is afot, scenic wa/{tftrougft tfie part arufallproceedS 6enefit tfie
)ff.zfieimet's)fssociation. Porjust $10, you receive a t-sftirt, (uncft
after tfie walt aruf a ftuge 6ae ofaoodies.ftIle4witft !Jiveaways
arufsnaci). 71ie wa/{tai.Js pface on Octo6er 1, aruf~~fftime
is at 8:30 aruf fasts till approJ(jmatefy noon. It's a areat way to
eJ(!rcise arufsocialize witft your.friends ((}'sst... we ewn aot on TV
fast year!) f£or more infonnation ana relJistration questions, ••
contact )fllyson 9t1.c'l(przie at X3058 or any resilient of tlie :
'WetTness House. Hope to see you tliere!!!
:

..... ,............................ .••
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What's Up In Wellness?

Zack's:
New and Improved
tant that you have your ID card
an old-fashioned soda fountain.
'., 'H' 1 1 j : [i! ,
Students are able to pay for meals with you or you will not be able to
_
Of The Gn~ _
at anytime with cash or Zack Power. get into meals. It is just as imporTimes for cash equivalency are from tant to report a lost or stolen ID
Labor Day 1995 started a whole 12:30-2:30 for lunch and 5:30-7 :30 card so that no one can use your
new era for Zack's. What used to be for dinner Monday-Friday. For these Zack Power. Hope you enjoy the
a little tiny hang-out was eX1>anded meal periods, students can either eat new Zack 's!
Concerning the
into a food court-style
yogurt machine-We
eatery.
seem to have all the
lack's now offers five
kinks worked out with
different stations which
the new machine. It is
each offer a variety of
imperative that when
food and drink. It inthe machine beeps, you
cludes Pete's Arena,
let someone on the staff
Grills & Frills, Subverknow. Thisbeepmeans
sions, Classic Cup and
that the machine is out
Chills and Thrills.
of yogurt, and if it is not
Pete's Arena serves a
filled quickly the yovariety of Italian fair,
gurt machine will freeze
including pasta and
up. Then the wait for
caIazones. However,
yogurt will be a half an
the most popular item
hour.
seems to be the pizza,
Another point,
both eat-in and delivwhen the yogurt comes
ery. Pizza can be orPhoto by len Courtney
out runny, the only
deled and paid for with
The New look of Zack's
thing that can be done
lack Power by calling
is wait. Unfortunately,
x3663.
Burgers, fries, and onion rings a "meal deal" or choose their own there is no machine on the market
arc offered at Grills & Frills. Sub- meal. Any balance remaining can be that can handle outputting that
versions offers a variety of hoagies paid with either cash or Zack Power. many servings of yogurt in that
Additional Zack Power can be pur- short a time frame. It will take
in two different sizes.
The Classic Cup station houses a chased in the Food Service office approximately fifteen minutes to
variety of coffees, including fla- during any meal period. The office is refreeze.
wn:d ones. The ice cream station is now located in room 103 of Wismer.
Remember, it is extremely importhe home of hard dip ice cream with

~

Women I, Men 0 in the

Battle of the Sexes
be flooding Ursinus for the Red and
Gold days.
So, if any of you gentlemen out
there want to help out not only
Ursinus but also your gender as it
struggles to prove its superiority to
the female sex, you can. Just return
the slip you received in your mail
boxes asking you to volunteer or stop
by Admissions as soon as possible.
In addition to the benefits listed
above, you'll receive a gift for your
efforts. Also, don't forget about that
resume you'll need when you must
finally go out into the real world;
volunteer services score big points
with employers and grad schools.
So, now you have enough reasons
to be a host for Red and Gold. All
you have to do is respond.

~
_
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After reading the article about
the Wellness Center in last week's
Grizzly, I'm sure all of you are
dying to find out more about
well ness and how you can enhance
your own level here at Ursinus.
It's very simple, but it's all up to
you!
Wellness is a choice - a choice
that involves you making an effort
to live a life that is socially, intellectually, emotionally, physically
and spiritually fulfilling .
Okay .. ... so how can this be
achieved? Well, you'd probably
be surprised to discover the number of activities Ursinus has to
offer. The opportunities are there.
What are you waiting for? Now is
the time to get involved. Now is
the time to establish a healthy
lifestyle and feel good about yourself. Here are just a few suggestions on ways to improve your overall level of wellness.
Are you ready for a challenge
and enjoy meeting new people?
Sign up for intramurals! Come
join aerobics! The sports being
offered this faU are ultimate frisbee,
flag football, tennis and indoor volleyball. If interested contact Dr.
Borsdorf. (x2456)
Do you have a talent for the
Arts? A gift for music? A desire to
write? Perhaps the following organizations would be right for you:
Ursinus College Choir, Concert
Last semester, there was a ruBand or Jazz Ensemble. Why not
mor going around about a new
Greek organization starting up - become a staff member of the
Alpha Kappa Delta, or something Grizzly, Lantern or the Ruby?
Perhaps you seek fellowship and
like that. Well, this semester, the
wish to share your faith with othrumor is about to become a fact.
The founding officers (Eric ers; Fellowship of Christian
Bohn, Vince Kasper, Heidi Athletes(FCA) and/or Intervarsity
McMichael, Ryan Rhodes, and Christian Fellowship have room
James Toh) are happy to present for you!
Ursinus with Sigma Chi Delta, the
Maybe you are unsure where
newest addition to UC Greek life. your interests lie or simply want to
The officers of Sigma Chi Delta experience something new. Check
feel that community service, aca- out the following organizations on
demics, and a social focus can be campus: Java Trench (Coffee
combined in one organization! If House), Students and Teachers
you feel this is possible too, come Against Rape (STAR), Minority
to an informative meeting on Student Union, Hot Shots, and
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 20 at 9
USEAC (environmental club).
p.m. in the Unity House.
*NOTE* For infonnation conMembers of all classes who are
cerning any of these organizations
not already mem~rs of Greek oror a list ofthe many others that are
ganizations are welcome.

$i!!lna Chi
Delta
i$ here!

being offered, consult the Student
Activities Office located in the
lower level of Wismer.
As you can see, Ursinus has a
great deal to offer ... but, the choice
is yours. Exercise your mind,
exercise your body - go out and
meet new people. However, remember to relax and enjoy what
you are doing. Wellness can only
be achieved through your efforts.
COME OUT AND GET INVOLVED!!!

ROVING
REPORTER
What makes you ".py1
Alex Uy, sopbomore

My girlCriend

Ted MItdIeII,A~_IfCOm

pulia&
Rainbows" walterf~Llls.~~i~amcs
Unda.y Peterson, ~ore
Smneone 10vingmeandNincInch
Nails
Ch.... Deussing, junior
Waking up, dreading going to
class and then realizingit's SlDlday
•
J.aiea Hessel, junior
Good friends, good fOOd. trust.
honesty and time for :&lIPping
everyday-

KrIs OIHb,Junior
My fish

©

©

©
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SPOTLIGHT

Let's Make Love
~ IDdt!l'M'!
Of The Grizzi .!$~

campus. But, someone here wanted
to make it a little more appealing to
Ursinus students.

The notorious sculptures here at Ursinus are
a regular joke and puzzle
to the students.
What exactly are
these sculptures used
for? What is their purpose? Wait! There 's an
answer in sight!
I'm sure everyone has
seen the newest piece of
art outside of Zack' s Who will be the first to
the LOVE sculpture.
Rumor has it, the first person(s)
This sculpture is one of the more
easily understood pieces of art on to have sex on the LOVE sculpture

......................................................................

i

~

..............................................

~

33rian tlamrick

gets a prize (other than the gift of sex).
Then there's the question of what
letter to choose. An informal survey
found that most people
would choose the "0."
I guess that's because
it's the most challenging. The "0" only has
a tiny slit in the middle.
Pretty difficult!
No matter what letter you choose, have
fun, get caught (don't
forget, there'saprize!),
and remember that at
least one sculpture on
campus has a purpose
Ursinus students can understand!

.............................................................

l Bruegga,who?
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We're the new
t
bagel bakerywith
_J'~";t '_""~--\7'~J11~~~_ the funny
!
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He chose to learn sign language
so he could communicate with
the other actors, mostofwhorn
were deaf.
What if you went to a college
He chose to leave R.I.T. and
where no one could hear you or transferred to Ursinus, where he
understand you?
made a dramatic change in his
And what if people couldn't major. Hechosehappinessover
hear you, not
money.
because you
Hamrick de·
were quiet, but
cided that he
because you
wasn't happy bespoke a differing a Bio-Techent language?
nology major so
Sophomore
he switched his
Brian Hammajor to English,
rick had this
Hamrick's aspiexperience.
ration is to beHe had to learn
come a poet.
sign language
Hamrick parto speak to his
ticipates in many
Photo by Jen Courtney
classmates.
activities
at
Brian Hamrick
Hamrick
Ursinus. He is a
was officialy
writer for The
enrolled in Rochester Institute Grizzly, has a part in
ofTechnology (R.I.T.), but lived proTheatre's The Tempest, and
in the same dorm with students plays the trombone in Ursinus'
from the National Technologi- jazz band.
cal Institute for the Deaf. StuHamrick says about his transdents from both schoo Is attended fer, "At Ursinus, I've fmally
class together.
found the happiness I was lookHamrick participated in the ing for."
theatre program at Rochester.

.. ..

name. (Sounds ~

!

like"brew-ged').We make oldfashioned, kettle-boiled bagels. Ten
varieties baked fresh all day. We

!

also have delicious cream cheeses,

~

fresh bagel sandwiches, terrific,
fresh-ground coffee and a nice warm
attitude, no matter how you say
our name. Come on in.
BRUEGGER'S~EL BAKERY® •::::"()
N.";,,.... •
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The Best Thing Round®
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lOS 2nd Avenue (R,e. 29)
Colleg<ville. PA 19426 Telephone, (610) 454-9680
Hou", Mon.·Fri. 6,00 AM·8,oo PM/S ... 7,00 AM·7,00 PM/Sun. 7,00 AM·5,00 PM
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'BRUEGGER'S':
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WHAT'S NEW IN TOWN?

~~~

tOOklNfJ FOil A MEW nACE TO IMMeE TIlE "'"' AWA".
CUlt 1(' FfATlIIllS TO' .. O' MODEIlN IlOC'
WHEN YOUR FRT AU 7ntfP (IF DAMCIN~

TAIff A 'R~K Alit) IHtJOT tOlAE HOt,
PUI, stJMf TAlLf 7tJfllll
OIlI(lCK .ACK AIID WA TtN Ol/ll./t; IQffN T ,
COME JfJIN UI FO"MOItrM' N/fIIT F(J(J"'A" & ItH Wlfil

TUUfMYI INDDT HOt FOR IUf Tit If/film
FOil A" WlU IINIiW OUT 7NQ11'llfN' NIlE II

1fA."'1(r '"

fifE ADIIIlsnoil 1A0llfMr TIIRU 7NUIlJtM' WnN COUHf La
Mun HAVE "OHJlf'ltl"F OF A'E
CUI' K , II

'«.. 78 (IN 71ff tOWR ,DEl (I' 711E K' tDUAt

KIIIt; 0' ,.UStIA PUlA "Qtllt Iff(JM SEARl'
(610) 2'5- 7134
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F &M Blanks Bears
Tim Sheridan returned an interception 22 yards for a touchdown
and Matt Eisenberg ran four yards
for another score as Franklin &
Marshall (2-1, 1-0) defeated host
Ursinus (1-1,0-1) 14-0 in the Centennial Conference opener for both
teamS on Sept. 16.
The Diplomats' defense held
Ursinus to one yards rushing, intercepted three passes, and sacked
Bears' quarterbacks seven times
for SS yards in losses to record the
shutout. Ursinus also fumbled once.

The shutout was the Bears' first
since the last game of the 1992
season.
One bright spot for Ursinus was
junior wide receiver Ron Floyd.
Floyd caught six passes for 67 yards.
He now has 99 career receptions for
1,608 yards . Floyd tied Joe
Czechowicz, '89, for the Ursinus
career receiving yardage record.
He is nine receptions shy of
Czechowicz's record of 108 career
receptions.

For Information Call.. .

489-8855

We Moved!
Come Check Out our New Location in the
Collegeville Marketplace, near Redner's and
Blockbuster Video.

Enjoy over 10,000 Square Feet of Fitness
25+ Aerobics & Step classes weekly
Free Weights • Full line of machines
Cardio-Theater • Sauna
Half-court Basketball • Tanning
$110 Student Semester Special
Faculty & Staff Discounts

Mike Kirk's goal with 14:56to
play, off of an assist from John
Derderian, gave host Ursinus (23, 1-0) a 2-1 win over Franklin &
Marshall (3-3, 0-1) in the Centennial Conference opener for
both tearns.
After a scoreless first half,
Ursinus took the lead when
Derderian assisted Brian
Webster's first goal of the season. The goal came with 2:52
into
the
second
half.
TheDiplomats' Mike Pitone tied
the game with an unassisted goal
at the 67:58 mark.
Ursinus outshot F&M 11-9.
Both teams had three comer
kicks.
Scott King stopped seven shots
in goal for the Bears, who won
their second straight game,

Gove

Hours to Accommodate Just About any Hectic Schedule

Get a Kick Out of
the Martial Arts Club

Men's
Soccer
Wins

SPORTS!

demo for Airband last year to help
advertise the club. The club ended
last year with a blast and everyone
looked forward to this year.
This year, even bigger plans are
being envisioned for the large incoming group. There will be a trip to a
tournament for those who wish to
compete or just watch. This trip will
be open to the campus, so keep your
eyes open for flyers.
At the end of the semester both
new and returning students will be
tested and I will even be testing for
my third degree this October. You
may ask what the cost is for all this
incredible membership. To answer
your question, club dues are $20 for
the year.
We meet twice a week on Mondays and Wednesdays from 7pm-8pm
in the wrestling room. Students who
couldn't make both nights last year
came to one or the other and still
progressed relatively quickly. All it
takes is an open mind and hard work.
During the year, expect to be hearing more about the Martial Arts Club.
It is a very exciting club to get involved with on campus. If I have
sparked your interest and you want to
get involved with this exciting and
practical club. It's not too late!

Have you ever wanted to take martial arts and found out that it cost an
arm and a leg just to sign up? Have
you ever thought that you didn't have
enough time or thought you were too
uncoordinated to even try? Well,
forget about your alleged limitaions
because we have a great club here on
campus run byone ofour own Ursinus
students.
The Martial Arts Club was founded
in 1993 and began training students
last year in the style of Tang Soo Do.
As a first year club, its existence was
threatened by its initial obscurity, but
enthusiastic people appeared eagerto
learn and helped maintain its presence.
In all, nine students stayed with the
club for the course of the year. Six of
them had never taken martial arts
before in their lives and thoroughly
enjoyed their training. Ursinus even
helped to provide uniforms, kicking
targets, focus mitts, and some sparring equipment.
Five of these new students tested
for their next rank and, after an arduous physcial test, earned their yellow
belts. Of the group, one student, Jeff
Kuklinski, was chosen as "best of FOR MORE INFORMATION,
test."
CONTACT RAJA A Tx3009.
The martial arts club even had a

APHILLYFAN
passes, but while I certainly was
surprised, I didn't and still don't
think it was a bad move.
To put it bluntly, Randall looked
Well, well, here we are, loyal
Eagles fans, in the midst of another bad. Really bad, and even though
Ie8SOI1 and already, by the third he had only thrown eight passes, in
pme, we've got ourselves a quar- those eight passes he had done it
all.
terback controversy.
Let's see. Did he miss a wide
Never in all of my wildest dreams
could I have foreseen this happen- open receiverthateasilycould have
iDginsuchashort period of time. I coasted into the end zone? DefiftJUred the Eagles would have to nitely. Fred Barnett could have
at least 1-3 or 2-4 before Ray gotten into the end zone even ifhe
Ibodes yanked Randall in favor of had to wait in one of those Wismer
y Peete, but I guess this just lines to get there.
Well, that might not be too bad.
Il!IVa as proof that Ray Rhodes is
the pieces on the chess Any quarterback can throw one bad
(Who's controlling what pass in eight, but...
Did he throw a pass to a recei ver
he moves is an entirely difwhen it was obvious that he and this
mat1ler.• )
admit that my initial reac- receiver weren't on the same offenthe move was one of sive page? Yup. Calvin Williams
WlJedullow:ness,for I couldn't be- didn't even tum around during his
Cunningham was being fade pattern to see the ball
after only throwing eight Cunningham had thrown about 7

au

"I

yards out, obviously expecting some
kind of curl or post pattern from his
receiver. Who's faultthis is I don't
really know, but whether it be
William's or Cunningham 's, it still
happened, and when combined with
the blown Barnett pass, certainly
makes one hell of a case for
Randall's benching.
As the icing on the cake, among
all this mayhem did he throw an
interception? Ohyes. But it wasn't
even an acceptable one, right into
double coverage it went, and sealed
was Cunningham's coffin.
In strolls Rodney Peete, he ofless
talent than Cunningham, but of
obviously greater offensive understanding at this point in the season,
and ... Eagles 21, Cardinals 19. A
win, but controversy stirring.
At this point, I don't want to confuse people. I still can't believe
that Cunningham was pulled after
only eight passes, but as you can

see, as I went through what was
probably very similar to Rhodes
thought process and rationalization,
it was probably as bad an eight
passes as can be.
Now the question so many people
have debated is who the Eagles
starting quarterback should be, or
better, should have been.
In my opinion, Rodney Peete is
the right choice.
At this point in the season, Peete
has a better understanding of the
offense. He's not as "talented" as
Cunningham, but right now Peete's
grasp of John Gruden's offense
outweighs Cunningham's talent. If
you ask me who has a better chance
of leading the Eagles to victory
against the Chargers, I'll tell you
that Peete does and for that reason
should be starting, but once
Cunningham has enough of a grasp
of the offense to let his talent outweigh Peete's, then Cunningham

should resume his starting roll for
the remainder of the season.
While this sounds all fine and
dandy, one must realize that
Cunningham may never get to the
point where he has a better chance
ofleading the Eagles to victory. If
this never happens, then Peete remains the quarterback.
I just have trouble understanding
Rhodes selection of Randall as the
starting quarterback. Ifhe felt during the Cardinals game that Peete
hadabettel chance of winning than
Cunningham, has Peete done anything since then to change that view?
Nope. All he did was win the game.
So, as the Eagles play their third
game, I feel it should be Rodney
Peete playing quarterback and not
Randall Cunningham and I don't
know what's going through Ray
Rhodes' head, but I guess that's
why he's a coach in the NFL and
I'm eating in Wismer.
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FIELD HOCKEY WINS
TWO STRAIGHT
Amy Minnich, Amy Shelley,
and Annie O'Connor were successful on penalty strokes in overtime to give Ursinus (3-2) a 3-2
edge in strokes, and a 2-1 overtime win over Lafayette (1-3) on
Sept. 16.
Kelly Foster's second goal of
the season gave Ursinus a 1-0
lead just three minutes into the
game. Selena Trecroce was credited with the assist. That goal
stood up until Jenn Durkin scored
off of an assist from Zuka Baker
with 8:28 to play.
After two scoreless overtime
periods the game was settled on
the penalty strokes. It looked as
though the teams might tie, but
O'Connor scored on the final
shot of the day to give the Bears'

•••
•

the win.
Lafayette outshot Ursinus 1412, and held an 18-5 edge in
penalty comers . Barb Golley
saved eight shots in goal for the
Bears, who won their second
straight game.
At Bethlehem on Sept. 14,
Shelley scored two unassisted
goals to lead Ursinus toa3-1 win
at Lehigh. Shelley scored her
first goal with less than two minutes to play in the first half. Her
second goal gave the Bears a 2lead. After Lehigh cut the margin to 2-1, F oster gave the Bears'
some insurance with her first
goal ofthe season. Judie Marcus
was credited with the assist.
The Bears fell 3-0 at Delaware
on Sept. 12.

°

••••
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VOLLEYBALL TEAM
PLACES FIFTH
Ursinus placed at the
Lycoming Warrior Classic volleyball tournament. The Bears
won oneoffive matches. Ursinus
topped Alfred 15-8 and 15-8 in
its third match of the day. Lea
Herdman served nine successful
points forthe Bears, while Chloe
Morroni had four kills in the
match.
Ursinus dropped matches to
Hartwick, 4-15 and 9-15;
Lycoming, 15-17 and 0-15;
Dickinson, 7-15, 15-4 and 5-15
with the third game being a rally
game. The Bears also fell to
Susquehanna, 6-15 and 11-15.
Ursinus fell at Allentown, 3-0,
on Sept. 12. The Centaurs won
the first game, 15-11, despite
some strong defensive play from
the Bears' Morroni and Lauren
Wagman.
Ursinus was no match for
Allentown, losing the second

game 3-15. The Bears did lead
the third game 5-1, before the
Centaurs closed out the match
with a 15-6 win.
Host Moravian evened its
record at 5-5 with a non-conference win over Ursinus (1-6) on
Sept. 12. The Greyhounds swept
the meet 3-0, by scores of 15-6,
15-5, 15-9. Tracy DiSanto was a
bright spot to the eyes of head
coachLisaCornish.DiSantohad
five kills and 16 digs in the losingcause. Amy Bistline sparked
the Bears to a 3-0 lead in the third
game with solid serving and passing.
Ail sports articles that appear
without a byline are courtesy
of Dave Sherman and the
Sports Information Office. The
Grizzly thanks Dave and Sports
Information for their continued submissions .

Next time your friend insists
driving drunk, do whatever it
stop him. Because if he kills in
people, how will you live with

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRlI·

CHUCK'S WAGON
There are certain things in life that
we have to have. And there are
certain things that we don't have to
have. We don't have to breathe the
cigarette smoke from the Ursinus
scumbag team that has apparently
moved its homebase from in front 0 f
Olin to in frontofZack's, but we do
have tv breathe.
We don't have to like baseball,
but for those who do, we do have to
have a wild card. The wild card is
clearly on par with the necessity to
breathe. I mean you shouldn't even
have to think about it. Here's why:
For any washed up old-timer who
said baseball is far too traditional to
change the playoffs, division, etc.,
what they can go do is pound salt or
perhaps try to pack some sand because right now, ifthere was no wild
card in major league baseball, there
would be one pennant race.
One out of six divisions currently
has the leader with less than a five
game lead. The Angels have a five
game lead, and by the time this prints,
the lead will probably be at least 30.
Blowout city from all sides.
With the Braves and Indians
clinched with abnost a month to go
in the season, and less than two weeks
to go, it isjustamatteroftime for the

Reds, Angels, and Red Sox. The is in 2nd place there is the leader of
moniker that baseball is a boring, the wild card race. There's a lot of
uneventful, slow, anticlimactic pro- complex stuff floating around here.
cession 0 f sludge is not really being I like baseball with or without the
shot down. I'm sure Dusty's mad wild card. But without question, this
dash from a couple weekends ago realignment and 2 round playoffs is
was more exciting than any of these a phenomenal idea.
Last year I picked the AL playoff
pennant races.
So here's what we have. The NL teams to be the Yankees, White Sox,
West is dead even between Colo- A's, and Orioles. Urn ... yes, there's a
rado and LA. This will be an excel- good chance all will be wrong. If I
lent stretch for these teams because had to pick one team in the AL wild
they meet for their fmal 3 games of card right now, it honestly would be
the year. ESPN will hopefully show the Yankees.
The Mariners lead, but....well,
the Sunday night game because that
will surely decide who wins the di- they've never won anything, and
now that Ken Griffey is just another
vision.
It's a shame that the slimeballs of player who needs his wrist taped, I
Corson, known as Residence Life, like the Yankees. In the NL I had the
don't let about 75% of the campus Braves, Reds, Padres, and Mets. The
have cable for spectacles like these Braves and Reds are absolutely aweand Cal Ripken' s game or even clear some, and either of those teams will
reception for more than 4 VHF chan- win the World Series. The Padres
nels.
are done, and the Mets will be good
There's a lot of good people com- next year. They've been saying that
ing out of that organization. You for a couple of years now, so I'm not
can count on that. You can also so sure about that one. They do
count 5 teams within 6.5 games of seriously have about 35 blue chip
the AL wild card and 4 teams within prospects for25 spots on theML, so
5 games in the NL. Usually pennant they must be doing something right.
races are between the first and sec- It's defmitely not winning baseball
ond place team. Rarely is there a games though.
I have to mention that Mike Piazza
third factor in a division. But here
we have 2 spots with 10 teams just a did a real real bad job this past week.
Of course, it didn't happen at the
short winning streak away.
The NL race is also tied into the plate where all this guy does is use a
LA -Colorado race because whoever golfswing to hit bombs. Buthe said

that he would rather win the batting played huge roles. No question. It's
title than the MVP. Hello Mike, just that Jerry Rice is dead wrODl
please take offthe multi-colored wig when he says Deion wasn't the dif·
and big red nose because you can't ference. He doesn't deserve all the
be that much of a clown. The MVP credit, but if Deion was any otba
9 times out of 10 means your team final 4 team, the Niners would DOl
wins the division, but I guess that's have won the Super Bowl.
You'll see this year, because aD
not important enough to Mike. I
don't wanna be like Mike.
the Cowboys have to do preDeioni
Why do people think the Patriots go 0.500, because after that, wbal
are good? I promise this isn't about you check you're watch, you won't
the Dolphins who killed the Patsies see 1:15 or4:58. You'llseeyou'"
last week, 20-3.
watch reading Prime Time.
What do the Patriots have that A gentleman near my equal in wramakes them a powerhouse. ProBowl tling trivia acumen, Mr. TOlD
QB? Yes, Drew Bledsoe is the next Birchler, a frequent trivia questiol
Marino. Good O-Line? Better than answerer, came up with last week"
average, okay I'll even give you a answerofCanadian Strongman Dill
good there. But I challenge you to Bravo. The now deceased Bravo
fmd another group of players on 0 pressed over 700 Ibs in response"
or D that are even average. You Ted Arcidi's, a real-life powerlifttif
maybe can say the linebackers are that supposedly benched 70S, IIrival into the WWF. So now fordll
average. But no better.
There are a lot better teams in the next World Wrestline Federatiol
AFC than the Patriots. They have 6 Trivia Ouestiop of the Week: Ba""
gimmes in the AFC East, so they'll Wind bam bad a very scra
probably make the playoffs, but re- younger brotber wbo started 0
member, a coach doesn't run the pretty good in tbe WWF, b
plays. The player do. Parcells is wound up being relegated to Sa
urday morning scrub. What W
great. His team is far from great.
A great job last week by Jeny Rice the younger Windham's Ii
mouthing off to the press for giving name? That's all for this week,
Deion all the credit for San Fran's the Pleasure with a capital P, was
championship. Tbat's a good job by yours.
a team leader. Tim McDonald, or as
Jerry said, Tam MucDuneld, Eric
Davis, and Mr. Neck Merton Hanks

